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laurels'. Herr Hitler, eloquently thanking Germany's 'only real
friend'3 that great man Benito Mussolini, casually threw in a word
of appreciation for 'the other two statesmen' who made this agree-
ment possible. Mr. Chamberlain received over 20,000 telegrams
of thanks, wagonloads of flowers.
The Times also said that at Munich Mr. Chamberlain had given
the first example of the Fuhrerprinzip — the theory of personal
leadership, untrammelled by popular control — as applied to
British policy.
The first example in history of the Fuhrerprinzip was on a famous
Gadarene occasion, when one ran before and many others ran
after. I found it sinister that during this crisis people in England
were served out with besnouted masks.
This was not the first occasion on which the Fuhrerprinzip had
been put into practice in England. In your alleged democracy,
where the people are supposed to exercise, by free discussion and
the vote, control over the major actions of the State, action has
actually been taken in every crisis either without reference to the
people or in the opposite direction to the course of action which
,the people had approved. In the Abyssinian crisis your Govern-
ment, having one intention in mind, obtained an overwhelming
vote from the country in support of the opposite course, and then
followed the one it had predetermined. After a brief tempest of
protest the people lethargically concurred; all that happened was
that one Minister resigned, for a short while; he is likely to be your
next Prime Minister. The abdication of a King was effected with-
out any consultation of the people; the people Subsequently
approved it. In the Czechoslovak crisis the country solidly sup-
ported the Government in the course it had proclaimed; when,
without any reference to the people, it took a completely different
course in the summit of the crisis, the country, bamboozled by the
manner in which the thing was presented to it, fell into line behind.
Your Government has repeatedly rallied the country on the
cry of resisting the grab-dictatorships, and has consistently yielded
to them. The signs that your Government privately sympathized
with them are becoming too many to resist. Your Government
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